
Dear interim director, I would like to inform you of the behavior of George Alvarez (transit 

superintendent solid waste). I have known George for over twenty years, and like to point out his nasty 

dirty ways of that he conducts himself toward the employees. He has gotting away with breaking federal 

laws by making drivers run over weight loads that sometime he gets on the loader to load himself, 

putting employees to fight each other, looking the other way when some drivers are speeding up and 

down the turnpike and rewarding then with outstanding evaluation, drivers not using safety gear, and 

punishing drivers who try to do what's right. The proof is when he was at south dade landfill, this trucks 

have G.P.S. and George has access to see how fast the driver is going,, not ones he has tried to stop this 

from happening but abuse his power to encourage to speed to get the five load count done. He has 

caused many employees to get Writing up, tickets, and hurt on the job. I have talk to Michael Fernandez, 

James Michael Moore, Paul Mauiello and Kathleen Woods. Afterwards seems things got worse like if 

they unleashed and an animal on us(George).Our deputy director Paul Mauiello is very sneaky by not 

putting his name on anything but with knowledge of these problem. Another issue is Alvarez son 

Michael Alvarez which I been told by many people at 3B that he should have been fired for drugs and 

violence on and off the job, but because of special favor with James Michael Moore & George Alvarez he 

still has a job, anybody else would have been fired. This letter is a cry for help; please take the time to 

talk to the drivers at all five transfer station. 

Thank you 

Solid Waste employee 


